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Abstract 

Recent technical successes of the unmanned Mars 2020, Tianwen-1 and Hope Mars missions have further increased our 

hunger for space exploration and the possible colonisation of Mars is now firmly on the mid-term horizon. Furthermore, 

renewed commitment to settle on the Moon is anticipated within the next three years, led by NASA’s Artemis programme 

utilising the pan-space agency constructed lunar Gateway or Space X’s Starship system. These programmes will necessitate 

a larger number of astronauts spending longer periods in space and despite rigorous risk identification and mitigation 

procedures, injury is an inevitable consequence and management procedures will demand efficient and effective 

implementation. We have employed Cognitive Work Analysis to derive an abstraction hierarchy for reducing the potential 

for physical injury and managing the consequence of injury in space. We have used a crowd-sourcing approach to cluster 

factors and themes which may emanate from within or without habitat and consider solution management in the light of 

current and emerging technology. In addition, we also consider mental fitness as a confounder which may emerge during 

missions and propose methods for both measurement and management. 

Keywords: Systems Ergonomics; Human Factors; Cognitive Work Analysis; Wound Prevention; Wound Management; Technology. 

 

1. Introduction 

The need to explore is an innate part of being human. In part and as advanced by NASA [1] exploration by humankind 

is driven by curiosity, drives self- awareness and the need to find and secure resources including shelter, food and water 

in order to sustain survival. It is more than that. Our desire for human space exploration are rooted in age-old persisting 

dreams which increase in their intensity as technology advances with a fascination for people seeking adventures on 

other worlds emanating from ancient myths and fuelled by increasingly life-like immersion experiences where the 

boundaries between science fact and fiction are blurred [2]. Space exploration represents both a combination of national 

pride and ideology, which seeks economic application, to develop space sciences and to extend human presence in space 

[3, 4], and exert influence [5]. Today, it may be argued that space exploration is more important than ever for our species 
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[6] and that mitigation of existential risk be it imposed by warfare, climate change or a global pandemic has increased 

our urgency to find alternative places to live [7]; recognizing that there are many socio-economic and ethical 

considerations to consider (e.g. Levchenko [8]). We have previously explored the rationale and history behind 

humankind’s need to discover and outlined a vision for the colonisation of Mars [9-11], and the requirement for in situ 

resource utilization (ISRU). When we consider where to place human beings for extended periods of time, there are two 

options to consider; Mars and the Moon 

There are a number of reasons why the colonisation of Mars maybe preferable to the colonisation of the Moon. First, 

Mars does have an atmosphere [12], and although it is less than 1% that of Earth, it is able to prevent some radiation 

from reaching the planet’s surface. Atmospheric pressure at the planet’s surface is <0.7% that of Earth at sea level, 

however, in theory, this may permit pressurisation of surface-based habitats. In 2021, the Mars Oxygen ISRU 

Experiment (MOXIE) on the NASA Mars2020 rover Perseverance successfully produced oxygen from carbon dioxide in 

the Martian atmosphere using solid oxide electrolysis. The technology may have utility to provide breathable 

oxygen, oxidizer, and propellant and water may also be produced by combining oxygen with hydrogen [13]. In contrast, 

the lunar atmosphere is regarded as a near vacuum with an atmospheric pressure of almost zero. Secondly, the Martian 

gravitational field is ~38% that of Earth and greater than that of the Moon being ~ 17 % that of Earth [14]. The effects 

of reduced gravity on human physiology have been extensively documented [15-18], and although the magnitude of the 

Martian gravity is somewhat less than that on Earth, it is anticipated that humans will function better than under 

conditions where it is further reduced.  

The third principal reason why Mars may present a better opportunity for settlement, at least in the long term, is the 

potential for greater resources. This includes the presence of water in greater quantities on Mars compared with the 

Moon [19], the more favourable potential for plant and crop growth in Martian versus lunar regolith [20-23] and the 

possible greater efficiency of oxygen-evolving electrolysis under simulated Martian versus lunar gravity [24]. The last 

advantage for Martian colonisation is that Mars has a similar rotation rate to that of Earth. A day on Mars is ~ 25 hr 

whereas the moon rotates once every 29.5 Earth days, with night ~14.75 Earth days. Such prolonged time in extreme 

cold and dark and the energy demand to permit human survival is inferior to the situation on Mars, where solar panels 

may collect energy and store it for night time use in a manner similar to that on Earth. When illuminated by the sun, the 

surface of the Moon can reach up to 127 oC however when the illuminated side moves into darkness, surface temperature 

can reach as low as -232 oC. Contrast this with Mars, where surface temperatures may reach a high of ~ 20 °C (293 K; 

68 °F) at noon, at the equator, and a low of ~ −153 °C (120 K; −243 °F) at the poles [25].  

However, the greatest positive factor for lunar over Martian colonisation is the proximity to Earth. With a typical 

travel time of ~ 3 days versus ~ 9 months to Mars, the shorter distance offers many advantages. These include reduced 

comparable cost for off-Earth export of materials, machinery and transportation of astronauts and colonists. Shorter 

signal latency allowing near real-time communication from the Moon should emergency situations require 

intervention from mission control and a greater chance for a successful outcome should evacuation back to Earth be 

required. 

Today, the approach adopted by the Space Agencies, private enterprises and academic institutions is to consider 

colonising both the Moon and Mars, first with the Moon, in order to assess technological feasibility, while maintaining 

the delivery of scientific objectives and realising opportunities for commercial success. This endeavour necessitates a 

human presence in both low Earth orbit (LMO) and low Moon orbit (LMO) in addition to travel periods between and 

residence on the Moon and Mars. Given the predicted rise in the number of human space years, it is essential that mission 

planners consider the potential for injury and wounding, how it may be reduced and managed and what technological 

developments could benefit both human beings in space and patients on Earth. Many publications have investigated the 

effects of reduced gravity on wound and fracture healing (e.g. Kirkpatrick et al. [26], Dadwal et al. [27], Yang et al. 

[28]) and the risks of anaesthesiology in space [29], effects on the immune system [30, 31] which is required to promote 

healing. Health risks for a mission to Mars have been recently reviewed [32] and are captured in NASA’s Human 

Research Program (https://humanresearchroadmap.nasa.gov/). In this article, we have extended our use of ergonomics 

systems-based tools to understand, mitigate the effect and provide considerations for the treatment of wounding and 

injury sustained in space. 

We have employed the first phase of Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) [33, 34], Work Domain Analysis (WDA) [35] 

to develop an abstraction hierarchy to support a model of understanding the incidence, reducing the potential and 

management of injury in an off-Earth environment. This includes both the international space station as a representative 

low Earth orbit environment, habitats on the Moon and Mars. We have collected information on this specialized area on 

perceived challenges for maintaining both physical and psychological fitness from a targeted group of subject matter 

experts (SMEs) and clustered their ideas into challenges which we have then tested against our model. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmosphere_of_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid_oxide_electrolyzer_cell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxidizing_agent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propellant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
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2. Research Methodology 

2.1. Construction of Mind Maps 

We have adopted a similar approach where we characterised challenges which must be overcome to enable Martian 

colonisation and societal build [9, 36]. To define boundaries and establish the scope of the CWA, detailed mindmaps 

were constructed using Mindjet Mindmanager 2012 software for injury prediction, prevention and management within 

habitat, without habitat or within and without habitat and these were tested and validated with members of the Rosliston 

Astronomy Group in May 2022 and Mansfield and Sutton Astronomical Society in June 2022. 

2.2. Cognitive Work Analysis 

The CWA methodology [33] provides a focussed perspective by deploying a framework to guide the design of 

complex socio-technical systems and has been widely used in many industries for both early phase design, beta testing 

and implementation of improvement strategies [37-40], including facets of space exporation with human factors analyses 

[41-45]. WDA is the first phase and used to derive an abstraction hierarchy [35] for both events and actors and is 

independent of the system or challenge under analysis 

2.3. Abstraction Hierarchy Construction 

The nine-step methodology for conducting a WDA [35] was used to describe the steps followed during the 

development of the current WDA. 

Step 1: Establish aims and purpose 

The purpose of the analysis was to develop a systems model for injury prediction, prevention and management and 

the 5 hierarchy levels and their principal questions are illustrated in Table 1. Description of aims and purpose consists 

of consideration of a). environments within the space-craft or habitat, b). without the space-craft or habitat and c). either 

within or without the space-craft or habitat. Events occuring over both an acute (e.g. physical injury) or chronic time 

frame (e.g cardiac arrest, decline in mental fitness) are considered. The time frame represents both missions for visitation 

of overall duration up to 900 days to Mars and the permanent settlement of the Moon or Mars. As previously described 

[9] the assumption is that astronauts and early stage colonists will be fertile, of child-bearing potential and not greater 

than 40 yr of age. 

Table 1. Abstraction hierarchy descriptors 

Level Abstraction hierarchy Principle questions 

1 Functional purposes What is the aim of the task? 

2 Values and priority 

measures 

How can mission planners and colonists assess whether the functional purpose is achieved? 

3 Purpose-related 
functions 

What functions must be performed to achieve the purpose of the mission? 

4 
Object-related 

processes 

What processes and affordances are provided by the environment to mitigate the potential of injury and 

manage the outcome of its occurrence? 

5 Physical objects What physical objects are required to achieve the mission purpose to reduce/manage injury? 

Principle questions are shown for each of the 5 hierarchy levels. 

Step 2: Anticipated project constraints 

The principle constraint considered was the variation in level of knowledge from participants, the specialist nature 

of the topic and the demand placed on their time in using a crowd-sourcing approach. To manage this constraint, we 

utilised multiple SMEs from multiple sources, maximised engagement through publication flyers and social media and 

reviewed our findings with the lead and corresponding author’s astronomical society members in order to provide as 

much opportunity for participation and concept challenge as possible. 

Step 3: Define the system boundary 

To develop the WDA, analysis boundaries were confined to consideration of within LEO, LMO, travel to and from 

and either short term visits or permananet settlement of the Moon or Mars. Unless otherwise indicated, the situation 

refers to a habitat on Mars and accepts the contraints posed by the inability to mount an emergency evacuation back to 

Earth. 

Step 4: Classify system constraints 

For these analyses, the WDA constraints represent the different types of parameters and relationships to be modelled 

for the different components of maintenance of both physical and mental fitness to enable short term or permanent 
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settlement off-Earth. For example, the logistics associated with equipping and staffing a medical centre to permit 

treatment, monitoring and convalescence after injury impose both physical constraints on what can and cannot be 

accommodated off-Earth and demand partnership and understanding of given situations and their outcomes, including 

acceptance of a less or non-favourable outcome which may result in permanent disability or loss of life. In the event of 

multiple injuries, colonists may need to adapt to particular stresses on a triage basis to ensure that resources are deployed 

for the benefit of those likely to make a full recovery. 

Step 5: Locate data sources 

Existing scientific and philosophical research in peer-reviewed academic literature was considered an appropriate 

data source for construction of the WDA. In addition, the corresponding author has > 25 years experience of managing 

and leading international teams of people in complex tasks and the knowledge gained from leading or managing > 40 

projects has been used in assessing, improving and driving team performance. 

Step 6: Construct the work domain analysis 

Initial models of wound causation and management were developed by the research team based on the data collected 

in step 5. The team lead has internationally reknowned experience in healthcare, ergonomics methodology and human 

factors, and includes previous work with other reputed researchers with expertise in cognitive and psychological science 

and philosophy, ethics and social sciences [46-52]. The initial WDA was developed by the lead author and refined in 

several iterations, which included the input of consultant subject matter experts (SMEs). Data are presented as matrices 

showing connectivities between descriptors for each of the hierarchy levels. 

Steps 7 to 9: Refine, review and validate the work domain analysis using a crowd-sourcing approach 

In May 2021, a crowd-sourcing activity was launched through Astronomy Ireland (AI) entitled ‘Predicting and 

Managing Astronaut Injury’ (https://astronomy.ie/predicting-and-managing-astronaut-injury/), requesting responses 

from the Irish Astronomy community. Figures 1-a and 1-b shows the published call for input including an open response 

to four questions with a defined number of answers requested and Figure 1-c a follow up article informing contributors 

of the value of their input. 

 

Figure 1. Crowd-sourcing campaign led by Astronomy Ireland a). Our process for crowd-sourcing presented at UK Space 

LABS, b). Flyer published with questions and call for responses and c). Follow up article acknowledging responses and 

commitment to publish: https://astronomy.ie/predicting-and-managing-astronaut-injury/. 

In order to better understand the perceived major challenges for preventing and manging astronaut injury in space, a 

crowd-sourcing approach shown in Figure 2 was adopted, and our planning assumed that cost and materials were not 

limiting factors. Information was requested regarding 4 principal questions relating to injury treatment and management 

from the Irish Astronomical Science Community comprising members from Shannonside, Galway, Newport and Cork 

Astronomy Clubs, Friends of Mayo Dark Skies, Blackrock Castle and Kingsland and I-LOFAR Observatories. 

Information was collected via mailshot, posting via social media and publication in AI. All data was collected by AI and 

conformed to General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) where responses were forwarded anonymously to the authors. 

https://astronomy.ie/predicting-and-managing-astronaut-injury/
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Figure 2. Process funnel for crowd-sourcing and data clustering: Schematic shows the process followed to obtain and cluster 

data, contributing societies are listed. 

Responses were collated into mindmaps (Figure 3) and clustered into thematic areas and potential confounders 

identified (Table 2). WDA derived hierarchy level descriptors were assigned (Table 2) and used to develop a key for 3 

matrices (Figure 4). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 3. Mindmaps for injury prediction, prevention and management. Mindmaps were constructed from discussion for a 

held with members of Rosliston Astronomy Group in March and April 2022: a). Topics relevant within a space-craft or 

habitat, b). Topics relevant without a space-craft or habitat, c). Topics relevant both within and without a space-craft or 

habitat, d). Parameters underpinning mental fitness, e). Selected negative and positive drivers of mental fitness. 
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Table 2. Clustered challenge themes and potential confounders 

# Challenge Potential space environmental confounders 

1 
Prevention of incidents and accidents which may lead 
to injury 

• Bulky space suits 

• Isolation in a confined working and living space 

• Human desire for open spaces 

• Shelter from micro-meteorite impact and weather (Moon and Mars) 

2 Maintenance of optimal physical and mental health 

• Lack of predictive tools 

• Equipment failure including power outages leading to lost data 

• Accelerated decline in mental psyche and cognitive function 

3 Treatment of serious injury requiring intensive care 

• Facilities 

• Knowledge of injury management and life preservation 

• Ability to evacuate to Earth 

• Acceptance and management of negative outcome 

4 Dependence upon Earth 

• Consumables restocking 

• knowledge management 

• Tractability of telemedicine due to signal latency 

5 Prototype testing of new technology in-situ and in-life 

• Limited opportunity for prototype validation under space environmental 

conditions 

• Expectation management 

6 Continued sense of purpose and belief 

• Reduced capacity and capability to continue mission during convalescence 

down-time 

• Increase in stress, home-sickness and depression as a consequence of team 

member injury 

Clustered themes from mind-maps shown in Figure 2 are presented together with potential confounders.  
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Figure 4. Matrix representation from the WDA; connectivity between constrained abstract hierarchy level descriptors 

described in Table 1. a). 2 and 3, b). 3 and 4, c). 4 and 5. The WDA for predicting the potential and managing the occurrence 

of injury in space is constructed from the abstraction hierarchy defined in Table 2 according to standard methodology 

(Vincente [33], Naikar [35]). Connectivities are shown in filled red boxes: a). connectivities between hierarchy level descriptors 

for values and priority measures and purpose-related functions, b). purpose-related functions and object related processes 

and c). object related processes and and physical objects. 

3. Results 

3.1. Mindmap Construction 

The project outline which was used to prime crowd-sourcing of answer to questions in Figure 1 which captured public 

interest representative of all participating groups is shown in Figure 2. Responses illustrated wide-ranging interest in 

medical, technical and philosophical categories demonstrating interest in the topical and specialist nature of the subject. 

Responses were categorised as being relevant to within the space-craft or habitat (Figure 3-a), without the space-craft 

or habitat (Figure 3-b) or applicable to both within and without the space-craft of habitat (Figure 3-c). The subject of 

mental health was addressed with a more positive perspective as mental fitness (Figure 3-d) and considered both negative 

a positive mental fitness drivers (Figure 3-e). 

3.2. Construction of Work Domain Analyses for Mars Colony Build, Maintenance and Expansion 

The abstraction hierarchy descriptors shown in Table 1 were used to build WDA plots aimed at reducing and 

managing the potential for injury and to main physical health and fitness to mitigate the worst case scenario of mission 

abortion. 

Descriptors for each of the abstraction hierarchy levels are shown in Table 2. 6 broad value and priority measure 

were identified which included cost-effective management of physical and mental fitness, provision of an ergonomically 

safe environment, clear standard operating procedures (SOPs) and code and consideration of future dependence upon 

Earth. 6 purpose-related functions were defined which included hands-on management of physical and mental health at 

an individual level, management of the environment adherence to and enforcement and enactment of SOPs and a code 

of conduct and communication systems with Earth and on the off-Earth body. 

Purpose-related functions were supported by 6 object-related processes which included regular health and fitness 

check-ups and monitoring, treatment by qualified people, medical care, regular training, communication systems and 

and emergency evacuation protocol with associated SOPs. Object-related processes were in turn supported by 6 physical 

objects ranging from monitoring equipment for acute and chronic conditions to medical consummables, facilities for 

diagnosis, surgery, convalescence, medical procedure knowledge and clinical waste management. 

Interconnectivities across the WDA were represented in matrices which illustrate connectivities between individual 

hierarchy level descriptors. Figures 4-a to 4-c show connectivities between hierarchy level descriptors for values and 

priority measures and purpose-related functions (Figure 4-a), purpose-related functions and object related processes 

(Figure 4-b) and finally object related processes and and physical objects (Figure 4-c). 

3.3. Crowd-Sourcing, Clustering Metrics and Sub-Categorisation 

The process funnel for crowd-sourcing, data clustering and pressure testing against the WDAs is shown in Figure 2. 

In total 464 responses out of a maximum of 480 were used to generate the mindmaps shown in Figures 3a to 3-e, with 
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the remaining 16 discarded as they did not satisfy the scope of the initial question. We clustered the output into themes 

and sub-themes, illustrating where available, terrestrial analogues which may inform both mission planners, astronauts 

and future colonist leadership and management (Table 3). With a lens on current practice and to encourage further 

discussion with our participants at formal presentation of our findings, we summarise a forward-looking perspective on 

emerging technologies and how they be leveraged (Table 4). To illustrate the challenge of audio and visual 

communication from Earth to and from Mars and the dependence upon orbital positioning, we included predictions of 

one way signal latency as explored by orbital modelling for a mission to and from Mars when Mars is at conjunction 

and opposition (Figure 5). Finally, taking into account our findings, hypothetical outcome scenarios were summarised 

in see-saw plots for management of serious injury on Earth, the ISS, Moon or Mars (Figure 6), taking into account 

distance from Earth and average 2-way signal latency. 

Table 3. Themes and sub-themes to assist mission planners and astronauts 

# Theme Sub-themes Product 

1 Recreation 

• Social activities to build a community 

• Relaxation and meditation to reduce stress 

• Physical exercise 

Reduce the occurrence of incidents and 

accidents by maintaining human 

performance 

2 Medical support 

• Physical and mental health monitoring 

• Diagnosis, pharmaceutical and surgical intervention 

• Maintenance of medical equipment 

Provide facilities to treat incidents and 

accidents, mitigate threat to life and success 

of colony 

3 
Communication 

management 

• Reporting to and receiving messages from Earth and 

on-world mission control 

• Telemedicine 

• Equipment servicing and maintenance know how 

Infrastructure and operations from Earth 

4 
Consumables restocking 

and supply chain 

• Equipment and replacement parts 

• Resupply of medical armamentarium 

• New technology 

Renewed raw materials 

5 
Water procurement and 

supply chain 

• Maintenance of water production operations 

• Storage 

• Disposal of contaminated water 

Clean, adequate water supply available on 

demand 

6 Conducting research 

• Medicine ADME and PK/PD in reduced gravity 

• Quantification of healing parameters in reduced 

gravity 

• Role of radiation on API shelf-life 

Knowledge management 

Potential products to address sub-themes challenges as illustrated by terrestrial analogues where available and citation 

Table 4.Solution management for clustered challenge themes confounders 

 Current and emerging technologies applicable to the space environment 

# Current Emerging Reference examples 

1 Best ergonomic practice 
Dynamic AI to improve healthcare 

outcomes 
Russo & Lax (2022) and Bohr & Memarzadeh 

(2020) 

2 
Prognostic and diagnostic screening using 

biomarkers 
Homeostasis implant monitors Nsanze (2005) and Ravisetti (2022) 

3 On-body digital technology 
Vital signs monitoring with smart 

clothing 
Bains (2020) and Ghaffari et al. (2021) 

4 Drug-containing implants, 3D printing 
Nano-reservoirs for drug delivery 

3D bio-printed bandages and organs 

Maver et al. (2015), Ballerini et al. (2020), and 

Kashaninejad et al. (2022) 

5 Telemedicine 
Robotic and AI-driven remote 

surgery 
Garcia (2022), and Pantalone et al. (2021) 

6 Assisted locomotion Exoskeletons 
Rea et al. (2013), Palacios et al. (2021), and Lee 

et al. (2022) 

7 Psychoactive medication 
Personalised positive psyche 

medication 
Friedman & Bui (2017) 

8 Predictive messaging 
Algorithms to manage signal 

latency 
Braided Communications (2022) 

Current and potential future solution management options are considered. 
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Figure 5. Typical one-way signal latency for conjunction (blue) and opposition (red) class Mars missions (Vertical lines show 

arrival and departure times for each mission): a). Graph of one-way latency (minutes) versus time since Earth departure 

(days). Vertical lines show arrival and departure times for each mission (credit Space Exploration Engineering LLC). b). and 

c). Signal latency (minutes) versus time since departure for key event stages; take off from Earth, landing on Mars, take off 

from Mars and maximal distance from Earth for opposition (red) and conjunction (blue) class missions. 

 

Figure 6. See-saw plots illustrating hypothetical impact scenarios for injury management in space by location: Scenarios are 

represented for probabilities of successful outcome on the ISS, Moon and Mars relative to that on Earth. Average distance 

form Earth (km) and average signal latency (s) is indicated. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we have again illustrated the power of crowd-sourcing to generate and test ideas, to stimulate public 

interest and to help form a foundation for further studies which will serve to inspire new thinking and the two way 

application of technology for both off and on Earth inhabitants. In general our approach was succesful and greatly 

assisted by engagement with and support by the popular science magazine Astronomy Ireland who publicised the call 

for input widely within the Irish Astronomical community. Our findings further support the use of the abstraction 

hierarchy methodology from WDA to develop a systems model for managing and treating injury and in understanding 

the drivers for the maintenance of positive mental fitness. This second study emphasises the important role that 

ergonomics has to play in modelling systems of such complexity and in previous studies conducted in other extreme 
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environments and non-traditional workplaces [53-57] which should serve to inform both mission planners and amateur 

astronomers who want to understand, challenge and support the concept vision. The presentation of our findings at two 

Astronomy Society meetings acted as a route for critique and provided valuable input, particularly concerning our 

consideration of conditions presented in alternate extreme environments. Construction of mind maps from contributor 

responses is an effective tool providing structure and focus and enabled us to segment areas related to physical and 

psychological fitness under the proviso that the two topics are inextricably linked. The challenges and confounders listed 

in Table 2 were used to generate the WDA-derived abstraction hierarchy level descriptors shown in Table 5 which span 

the wound management life-cycle through to clinical waste management. Our matrix representation of hierarchy level 

descriptors described previously [9] and shown in Figure 4 shows a predictable set of interdependencies which drive a 

focus on solution, using either existing technology or by placing a demand on areas for refinement, scaling, 

commercialisation or innovation. 

Table 5. WDA derived abstraction hierarchy level descriptors and key to matrices for injury management 

Functional purpose 
Value and priority 

measures 

Purpose-related 

functions 

Object-related 

processes 
Physical objects 

 Reduce potential for injury in 

space to maintain astronaut 

physical health and mental fitness. 

 

 Manage the occurrence if injury in 

space to mitigate the potential for 

mission abortion. 

1-6 7-12 13-18 19-24 

Cost-effective 

management of physical 

and mental fitness 

Manage individual 

physical and mental 

health 

Regular check-ups and 
monitoring 

Monitoring equipment 
(acute and chronic use) 

Provide an 
ergonomically safe 

environment 

Manage environmental 

use 

Treatment by qualified 

person 

Medicines, blood, plasma, 
anaesthetic, water, oxygen, 

other consumables 

Provide clear standard 

operating procedures 

Adhere to and enforce 
standard operating 

procedures 

Regular training 
Facilities for surgery, 

convalescence, life support 

Provide code of conduct Enact code of conduct Medical care X-ray, MRI, CT scanning 

Dependence upon Earth 
Communication (new 

world – Earth) 

Communication systems 

including signal latency 
management 

Medical procedure 

knowledge 

Independence from 
Earth 

Communication (within 
new world) 

Emergency evacuation 
protocol and processes 

Clinical waste management 

Colour coded descriptors aligned with matrices in Figure 4. 

As shown in Table 3, the importance of recreation and social space was identified as playing a preventative role for 

the incidents and accidents and not surprisingly plays a role in maintaining positive physical and mental well-being [58]. 

The need to consider ergonmic design in space analogs [59] and space missions has been previously reported [40, 60- 

62]. Future designs, potentially using AI as on Earth warrant discussion and inclusion with inhabitants as is illustrated 

by the role of AI in terrestrial office design [63]. Management of consumables and conducting research to improve 

healthcare, as on Earth are essential for the well-being of colonists but also for the public-facing image of the mission’s 

success and continued reliance on financial support. It is particularly relevant to consider our current limited 

understanding in predicting radiation-induced pharmaceutical instability during long-duration spaceflight [64, 65]. 

which may place extra demand on the supply chain of consumable products. 

Some of the many current and emerging technologies to assist space travelers and colonists shown in Table 4 include 

the consideration of ergonomic design and how AI may play a role [66, 67] based on the momentum for AI in terrestrial 

healthcare management (e.g., Bohr & Memarzadeh 2020 [68]). Delivery of drugs via impregnated bandages (e.g., Maver 

et al. [69]) or nano-fluidics where a tunable supply of the beta-agonist formoterol from a nano-reservoir has been 

demonstrated to reduce muscle atrophy in mice [70] and may form the start of a promising modality which was recently 

been reviewed [71]. An exciting development in 3D bioprinting [72] is the first protype device, called BioPrint FirstAid 

which is currently under evaluation on the ISS. The current testing procedure does not involve cells at present [73]. In 

future, however, the device will utilise formerly prepared bio-inks, containing the recipient’s own cells, conjugated with 

a bio-polymer and cross linker to form a band-aid patch over an injury. The concept of powered or semi-powered 

exoskeletons has received great attention (e.g. [74-80]) in medical applications for patients who have lost use of limbs 

through acute trauma or paralysis and may undergo robot-assisted rehabilitation [81, 82], and in military applications 

such as the development of exosuits to make traversing tough terrain more feasible and industrial applications to reduce 

the risk of upper body injury sustained through extension movements or lifting heavy objects [83]. This field is a further 

illustration of where terrestrial-driven progression of technology, primarily to assist patients with disabilities may have 

applications for space exploration and colonisation and NASA has described the application of X1 [84], originally 

developed for patients with paraplegia. Recently the BIOX-GLOVE a soft robotic hand exoskeleton has been developed 
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intended for use on rover rescue missions on Mars [85]. As will be discussed in more detail shortly, there is a burden of 

space exploration on the mental well-being of astronauts [86], which to an extent may be accounted for by inclusion of 

medications in the pharmacy available for use in space [87]. However, it is not believed to be the case that psychoactive 

drugs are regularly used as mood elevators in space, due to their potential for having unpredictable and addictive effects. 

The field of telemedicine, which is now becoming mainstream on Earth [88], has recently been taken to a new level 

with the application of holoportation in space [89]. First developed in 2016 for use on Earth, holoportation allows high-

quality 3D models of people to be reconstructed, compressed and transmitted live anywhere in real time. When combined 

with augmented reality displays, it allows users to see, hear, and interact with remote participants in 3D as if they are 

actually present in the same physical space. This allows trained medical staff to interact directly with their subjects in a 

virtual manner, closely, if not exactly replicating an appointment with a physician. What for telerobotic surgery in space? 

Clearly, the issue of signal latency illustrated in Figure 5, would seem to preclude procedures led from Earth, even for 

astronauts in the ISS where the signal latency is minimal. It would appear that the need for greater crew autonomy and 

the likely increasing severity of medical and surgical interventions that could occur in off-Earth colonisation activities 

would require the presence of a highly trained surgeon it situ. A surgical robot may assist, though will need to be 

provided with the capability to perform certain procedures autonomously, have the capacity to use artificial intelligence 

[90] but permit human intervention if required. Advances in terrestrial development in this technology have been made 

particularly as a consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic [91].  

How can an astronaut, colonist or anybody working in a stressful situation have an early indicator of situations where 

help may be needed if self-management is unachievable? Technology is already helping us from a diverse range of 

fields. For example, Epicore Biosystems, in partnership with PepsiCo and Gatorade, has developed a first-of-its-kind 

personalized performance tracking sweat patch known as the Gx Sweat Patch. The Gx Sweat Patch is a skin-like, 

wearable patch that pairs with an app to provide real time personalized recommendations for athletes to optimally 

hydrate and refuel after exercise [92]. This device may highlight the utility of biochemical sensing platforms for 

personalized assessment of performance, wellness, and health across a broad range of applications, including being in 

stressful situations. Many wearable devices are already available, particularly in the fitness industry for health 

monitoring (e.g. Lou et al. [93]). Smart clothing utilises nanotechnology within textiles creating garments which respond 

to stimuli such as pressure and temperature [94, 95]. Recent advances for monitoring basic signals, such as 

electrocardiogram (ECG), body temperature, and movement with the aim of understanding the technological 

requirements for body area network, node design, energy consumption optimization mode, and network architecture to 

permit physiological monitoring. For example, Hexoskin smart garments allows the continuous monitoring of sleep & 

heart rate variability for first responder and defence personnel, and for investigators to conduct longitudinal studies on 

mental health and stress monitoring, operational stress injuries, and post-traumatic stress disorder assessments. The 

scientific literature is very-fast growing in this field and includes the biometric monitoring of heart rate in different 

climate conditions under exercise [96], monitoring the impact of particulate matter and noise exposure on cardiac 

function [97] and the early detection of prediabetes and type 2 diabetes mellitus using wearable sensors and internet-of-

things-based monitoring applications [98]. Smart clothing has been developed for use in Space [99], for example 

Astroskin, an ambulatory vital signs monitoring platform for medical research used for continuous real-time monitoring 

of blood pressure, pulse oximetry, 3-lead ECG, respiration, skin temperature, and physical activity which was tested on 

board the ISS in 2018-2019 [100]. One example of how wearable technology may provide assistance to a caregiver, 

which in the context of space exploration may be a fellow astronaut, is provided the measurement of heart, respiratory 

and skin parameters for emotional monitoring for people with autism [101]. From these few examples, it is clear that 

the technology is readily available to monitor one’s personal state of physical health and parameters which may drive 

negative indicators of mental health. 

Futuristically, an extension of biometric measurement technology is the real-time recording of parameters of 

physiological and psychological mental fitness using homeostasis implant monitors. Implantable sensors have been 

available for many years, principally to monitor and maintain cardiac function. Already popular in Sweden, A human 

microchip implant is a personalised radio-frequency IDentification (RFID) transponder encased in silicate glass and 

implanted subdermally [102]. The device may contain a unique ID number that can be linked to information contained 

in any external database, such as personal identification, law enforcement, medical history, physical performance, 

medication and compliance with useage, allergies, and contact information. Although to date, human micro-chipping in 

the United States has low adoption due to concerns regarding data protection and use of knowledge, health risks, ease 

of use, negative social impact technical advances, human enhancement, regulations, and affordability which has 

prompted proposals to explore and modify where needed the technology acceptance model in the public sector [103]. 

However, this is a rapidly growing field and a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, however, it is 

conceivable, plausible and realistic to imagine a future in which space colonists are not only able to self-monitor their 

health, but monitor the health of their team members which would in turn be monitored by mission planners, allowing 

for corrective measures, for example, reduction in working hours to be implemented. In April 2022, a helmet was used 

by crew members onboard Axiom-1 mission’s SpaceX Crew Dragon capsule to monitor brain activity data in near real 
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time for 10 days while on board the ISS [104], specifically to determine whether the brain adapts to a new homeostasis 

in space while performing cognitive tests. The notion of real-time monitoring of biometrics, telemedicine let alone 

robotic surgery conducted from Earth is challenged by the inescapable laws of physics which impose a signal latency 

on astronauts and colonists to and from their position in space. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 5 and may become a 

significant threat to Mars colonists requiring emergency communication where one way signal latency could exceed 21 

min. A communication facilitation tool is being developed by Braided Communications [105] who offer seamless and 

meaningful communication in contexts where there are large signal latencies. This system may optimise communication 

supporting operational effectiveness for safety, medical and social exchanges with mission control, friends and family 

by phasing questions and answers to minimise the perception of time delay. It is under development with several partners 

including ESA. 

In addition to the feedback received on physical wound injury, its prevention and management, responses received 

from our contributors have clearly highlighted the need to consider mental health and psychological well-being. The 

Department of Health and Human Services in the USA (mentalhealth.gov) definition of mental health is that it includes 

our emotional, psychological and social well-being. It affects how we think, feel and act. It also helps determine how 

we handle stress, relate to others and make choices. Mental health is a complex and multi-factorial topic influenced by 

genetics and diagnosis of family history of mental health conditions, brain biochemistry, life experiences such as trauma, 

physical or mental abuse, environmental and occupational stress, biological factors, such as genes or brain chemistry 

[106, 107]. It is a wide and general misconception, particularly in people who have no known challenges to their ability 

to cope and manage situations that mental health is simply defined about the presence and severity of mental disorders. 

Indeed, it may be more appropriate to rephrase mental health as mental fitness where the capacity of an individual to 

adapt and cope with challenge is determined by both innate and trained resilience and both negative and positive trigger 

points are defined and managed [108, 109]. For the context of this paper, we will make the assumption that mental 

fitness is supported by an environment that maximises mental health and minimizes negative stress drivers while keeping 

a balance with positive stress drivers which are necessary to challenge human beings, drive ingenuity and realise full 

potential. 

Mental fitness can be affected both positively and negatively as there are many different stimuli in the environment 

including social interaction which can affect mental fitness [110, 111]. Some examples of stimuli include visual (images, 

landscapes, animations), audible (music, bird song, alarms), olfactory (scented products, food, body odour) and physical 

(exertion exercise, hobbies, contact with others). It is generally acknowledged that good mental state relates to a feeling 

of calmness, safety and positive occupational load. Importantly, a good mental state requires a stable emotional state 

which enables productivity, clear communication with others which encourages and drives collaboration while 

recognizing individual contribution [106].  

As shown in Figures 3-d and 3-e, it is appropriate to consider factors driving mental fitness in the space environment 

and how we may best optimise positive drivers, minimise and counter-act negative drivers. Whether on a space ship or 

in a habitat on the Moon or Mars, there are ergonomic constraints that may impose immense mental pressure on mission 

members. The first is having to adapt to living and working in a confined space which may have a negative effect by 

inducing claustrophobia and feeling of being trapped which may progress to anxiety and panic attacks leading to a 

downwards spiral of personal and team demoralization and for a person to become withdrawn, intensifying the feeling 

of isolation. This would likely make communication with fellow inhabitants difficult and possibly even make inhabitants 

prone to aggression which when contained in such a confined space would be a challenge to resolve. The second is the 

consequence of aggression or simply of non-physical conflict which could have catastrophic repercussions on both the 

mission and health of all people involved. This is mainly due to the fact that conflict usually leads to a lack of 

communication, and can create a hostile environment which encourages irrational thinking. Under extreme conditions 

such conflict may lead to physical aggression which could ultimately lead to loss of life, mission failure and irreparable 

damage to the concept credibility of an off-Earth settlement. 

We can learn from terrestrial analogues potential sources for sub-optimal mental fitness [112]. One clear outcome 

from lunar and Martian isolation studies is the need for personal space. As on the ISS, in an off-Earth habitat, each 

colonist is to be provided with an autonomous environment recognizing the importance of personal space. This has long 

been recognized in human beings and primates as an innate requirement and has been termed the ‘invisible second skin’. 

The need for personal space and the tensions it may cause if not provided has been demonstrated on board the ISS [113-

116] and in submarines [117] where the confinement, isolation and stress that is characteristic of the environment 

provides an analog for space missions [118] and creates a psychological need for more room and a sense of privacy and 

this need becomes more important for longer missions. Three general reasons why humans need their own personal 

space relate to reducing the potential for sensory overload, protection from potential aggression, and, ultimately, stress 

and lastly with non-verbal behaviours such as eye contact and body orientation which we use to control the type of 

message we want to communicate with others. This design feature for colony architecture is prerequisite for building a 

team environment which will survive by collaboration, recognition and acknowledgement of individual contribution 

while providing necessary moments for isolation and self-reflection [119-121]. In 2021 the requirement for maintenance 
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of personal space of both humans and human-like avatars has been modelled [122] and reported that discomfort-by-

distance functions for both humans and avatars were closely aligned in a power relationship. This reinforces the notion 

that humans need personal space not just from other humans, but may also need space from human-like objects which 

could become important for future design of humanoid robots [123-126]. 

It is important to recognize that mental fitness is important at every stage of life, from childhood and adolescence 

through to adulthood. With the long-term aim of establishing human colonies on Mars where inhabitants are to be born 

and grow up on the planet, this is an essential concept to accommodate within mission planning. All high pressure 

environments generally function well when there is a clear sense of purpose, protocols and system with a very high level 

of adherence [127-130], together with a strong sense of team identity and cohesion as described in a Company 

environment [131, 132]. One of the main ways in which mental fitness is usually maintained in normal conditions is 

through activities that humans find pleasurable for example music, art, entertainment, hobbies, socializing and forming 

relationships which include sexual activity. Maintenance of mental fitness could be maintained by all or part of the 

habitat being adaptable as a sensory stimulant chamber mimicking environments found on Earth [133, 134] such as 

freshly cut grass [135]. This could be through the use of sounds, smells, images, and temperature change to accommodate 

a range of human needs as has been achieved in the maritime environment [136, 137].  

In this manner an Earth-like familiar environment could be replicated where a person may feel comfortable and safe 

and tunable to the demands of the individual. It may also provide a sense of movement by being able to transition 

between environments and reduce the mental fatigue associated with a confined space. It may add value as a source of 

entertainment making it more multi-purpose and demonstrate better return on investment for budget planning purposes. 

Any environmental design will require establishment, updating and maintenance of a data storage system. This is of 

paramount importance as important information would need to be recorded, kept private and be retrievable for example 

colonist health records. Such a data management system has a secondary purpose as a provider of forms of entertainment 

such as music, film, TV shows and other forms of media, as on Earth, requested on demand to be streamed over a period 

of time. Maintenance of physical health through the use of sports equipment adapted for reduced gravity [60, 138] is 

one activity that positively may impact mental fitness, keeping colonists active and providing challenge through personal 

or team competition. 

Our summary of hypothetical outcomes following serious injury by location in Figure 6 are based, we believe, on 

reasonable conjecture. In essence, the outcome is largely driven by the ability of the patient to receive the best standard 

of care regardless of location and, therefore dependent upon the ability of transportation to facilities either off-Earth or 

in evacuation back to Earth. There are limitations for our overall assessment. The reality of basic transport to and delivery 

of intact and undamaged materials via a supply chain that maintains shelf-life of active products in the case of many 

medical consumables must be taken into account, particularly during the early stages of colonisation. As previously 

discussed, [139] and even with potential threats to the human population on Earth illustrated by the Covid-19 pandemic 

and climate change, continued human exploration of space and off-Earth colonisation must have a very clear value 

proposition beyond that of romantic heroism. It is essential to understand the underlying theory and application of return 

on investment measurement, assessment and where there may be added scope for incremental increase [8, 140, 141]. 

The colonisation of the Moon is in essence the first stage of our species migration and should be acknowledged [142, 

143] and the positive effects that NASA brings to the American economy [144]. 

The possibility of longer-term financial return on investment gained by mining the Martian sub-surface and returning 

valuable minerals to Earth may be one such incentive. Boron has been found by the Curiosity rover [145] and rare 

siderophiles such as Re, Os, Ir, Ru, Pt, Rh, Pd, and Au) in the mantles of Earth, Moon, and Mars [146]. Recently a 

biomining experiment onboard the ISS has demonstrated the feasibility of rare earth element extraction in microgravity 

and in Mars gravity [147], laying the foundation for what may become an added source of rare metals. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we have further illustrated the utility of sociotechnical tools to understand and model the management 

and treatment of injuries in space. We have used a crowd-sourcing approach collecting over 400 responses from 

members of the Irish Astronomy community who represent a cross-section of the general public with an interest in 

astronomy. Our findings illustrate continued high public awareness and curiosity enabled by extensive media 

presentation of recent Mars landings together with well publicised descriptions of the return to the Moon. We maintain 

our belief that this inclusive approach of seeking public opinion may assist mission planners for future endeavours by 

helping to nuture positive public opinion by outreach to the general public and to support further exploration of space 

and off-Earth colonization by a consideration of all facets of human behaviour and requirements. 

Said Hubertus Strughold, a German physiologist and medical researcher dubbed the father of space medicine in 1959, 

’Space is an environment of emptiness. It offers no possibility for natural adaptation to any living organism – and 

particularly not to the highly sophisticated creature, man. Yet man has the ability to resolve this paradox through his 

intellectual power and creative faculties’. 
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